
 

Acer laptops like the W510 are prone to hard drives that malfunction. If your Acer laptop's hard drive dies unexpectedly, you
can still recover most of the files on it by using a recovery disk. Simply make one if you don't already know how. You can
recover data from any file system, including NTFS and FAT32, but in order to save images off your dead Acer laptop's hard
drive, you'll need to use an unallocated space recovery disk. An unallocated space recovery disk will recover the "raw" data off
of your hard drive without converting or formatting it. This means that you can save your images. The hard drive on your Acer
W510 may be formatted to the Master Boot Record (MBR) file system which is not compatible with Windows Vista, 7, 8, or
10. Your laptop may have drive partitions on the disk that are using the GUID partition table (GPT) file system instead of MBR.
Instead you'll need to use a recovery disk that's compatible with GPT drives. One of the most popular free software programs
that can create drives compatible with GPT drives is Recuva. Recuva has a ton of options and comes in both a GUI version and
a console version. In order to get your images from your USB drive, you'll need to use the console version of Recuva. The GUI
version of Recuva will not work for this purpose. Make sure that you have all of the data backed up before proceeding to fix the
hard drive. If you don't have a backup, it's not your USB drive's fault if a file is lost or missing from it after restoring your
laptop's hard drive. Turn off your Acer Laptop. Unplug the power cable from the wall outlet. Remove any removable media
from your laptop's hard drive, including SD cards, USB thumb drives, XD cards, CDs, DVDs, etc. Turn on your laptop. Wait
for it to boot into Windows or whatever operating system you're running on your laptop. Close any programs that are currently
open on the screen. Press F10 to access the BIOS menu while Windows is loading after you press the power button while
pressing down Function (Fn) to select BIOS Setup in order to change the boot order so that it loads from removable media first
instead of hard disk first. Create a bootable USB drive using ESET SysRescue Flash Recovery Media . Open your laptop and
remove the recovery media disk from the USB port. Insert the recovery USB drive into any of your laptop's USB ports. Press
F10 to access the BIOS menu while Windows is loading after you press the power button while pressing down Function (Fn) to
select BIOS Setup in order to change the boot order so that it loads from USB drive first instead of hard disk first. Select your
Acer notebook and choose "Save & Exit" or "Load Optimized Defaults." Remove both discs from your Acer laptop and reboot
it by pressing F10 again.. Your computer will load up all of its programs and then Windows.
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